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10 INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction 
In the last several decades, particular emphasis has been put 
on the necessity of a better understanding of the behavior of reinforced 
concrete beams failing in shear. Code requirements for the design of 
members to resist shear, based on minimum values of shearing stresses 
obtained in tests, formerly were considered to be conservative. How-
ever, their safety has recently been questioned, especially after the 
occurrence of unexpected shear failures in structures which had been 
designed in accordance with code requirements. 
As a consequence, extensive programs of tests have been 
conducted on beams both with and without web reinforcement 0 In 
practically all of these investigations, the beams were subjected to 
a type of loading that would create regions of constant shear; that 
is, one or two concentrated loads. Under this type of loading the 
specimens fail at the section of maximum shear and moment, and this 
facilitates the analysis of the behavior. However, this type of 
loading is a special case among all that are encountered in actual 
structures 0 When the actual loading creates in the member regions 
where both shear and moment vary, the location of the section of 
failure becomes an additional unknown 0 This is the case with beams 
under a uniform loado It was felt that investigating shear failures 
in such beams would improve our knowledge of the behavior of actual 
reinforced concrete structures 0 
- 1 -
2. 
2. Object and Scope 
The general purpose of this investigation was to explore the 
behavior and strength in shear of simply supported beams under uniform 
load 0 Eighteen beams were testedo All were reinforced in tension only, 
without web reinforcement 0 The variables included span, steel 
percentage, and concrete strength 0 The objectives of the tests may be 
divided into two groups. 
(a) A study of the behavior under load: up to failure, of 
uniformly loaded beams and its relation to the behavior of beams under 
concentrated loads, as known from previous investigations. The main 
considerations were: 
(1) Observation of the development of cracks, 
determination of any eventual trend in their geometrical 
distribution and in the location of the section of failure. 
(2) Investigation of the transition between shear and 
flexural failures, which involved designing the beams so that 
some of them might possibly fail in flexureo 
(3) From the specimens that would fail in shear, 
derivation of empirical e~uations for the shear strength 
which would .fit the results of the tests and, in view of 
the fact that very little is known at the present time 
about uniformly loaded beams failing in shear, might prove 
useful for the planning of future testso 
3. 
(b) An attempt to improve our insight into the general problem 
of shear in reinforced concrete by: 
(1) Determining from the measurement of strains in the 
steel the influence of diagonal tension cracking on the 
distribution of stresses in the reinforcement. 
(2) Obtaining some indication on the actual strain 
distribution in the concrete, above and below the main 
diagonal tension crack, by means of strain measurements. 
The ultimate application of the results of this investigation 
is to the design of members in reinforced concrete box culverts. Such 
members are uniformly loaded and, in addition, are subjected to axial 
loads and to restraints against rotation at the ends 0 In this phase, 
however, the studies are limited to the simply supported member, without 
axial load, and under-a uniform loado These tests are t40se designated 
as Series Ao302o2 in tlA Suggested Program of Tests for the Development 
of Criteria for the Structural Design of Reinforced Concrete Box 
n(l)* Culverts 0 
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4. Notation 
Distances 
The following notation has been used in this report. 
b width of beam 
d·- depth from top of beam to center of gravity of reinforcement 
h total height of concrete section 
dl distance from centroid· of compressive stress above crack 
to center of gravity of reinforcement 
d2 = distance from centroid of compressive stress below crack 
to center of gravity of reinforcement 
K d = distance from top of beam to crack causing failure at 
u 
location of failure 
Forces 
5. 
L length of beam span 
'x horizontal distance from center of support to section along 
the beam 
x horizontal distance from center of support to section at 
x 
which diagonal tension crack intersects the reinforcement 
x hor~zontal distance from center of support to section at 
u 
which failure occurred on top of the beam 
z center to center distance between loads 
C = total internal compressive force in concrete 
CI = internal compressive force in concrete above crack 
C2 = internal compressive force in concrete below crack 
T total tensile force in reinforcement 
TI total tensile force in reinforcement at section corresponding 
to x 
x 
V total shearing force 
VI portion of V carried by concrete above crack 
V2 = portion of V carried by concrete below crack, or shear 
transferred by the reinforcement through dowelling action 
V total shear in section at center line of support 
c 
VI total shear in section at O~llL from support 
c 
Vrt total shear in section where the diagonal tension crack 
c 
that initiates failure crosses the reinforcement 
P total load on beam 
Moments 
stresses 
p = total load on beam when the moment at mid-span is M y Y 
P = f total load . on beam when the moment at mid-span is Mf 
p total load on beam at first diagonal tension cracking 
c 
P = ultimate load on beam 
u 
12 P 
w = 11 L .equivalent distributed load 
Mf = theoretical ultimate flexural moment 
6. 
M = theoretical moment at first yielding of· .the reinforcement 
y 4.5 f' 
M = bd2flK(0.57 - . c) = theoretical limiting shear 
s c 105 , 
M' 
s 
moment for beams under concentrated loads 
4.5 f' 
1.35 bd2f TK(O 057 - 5 c) = theoretical limiting shear 
c 10 
moment in the critical section at the third-point of the 
span, for beams under uniform load 
M = 1.5 pz = moment at mid-span 
m 
M = ~ (1 -·a) M = moment in section at aL from support 
ex m 
M = ultimate moment at mid-span u 
MU = ultimate moment in the section of failure 
u 
M' ultimate moment at 1 or from support .. = -l.J 
U 3 
fl compressive strength of concrete, determined from 
c 
6 x 12 ino control cylinders 
f modulus of rupture of concrete, determined from 
r 
6 x 6 x 20 in. control beams 
f = yield strength of reinforcement y 
7. 
v 
'c 
nominal unit shearing stress at support, at first diagonal 
V 
t · k' c enSlon crac lng = 7/8 bd 
Constants, Parameters, and Ratios 
= total area of reinforcement A 
s A 
p percentage of reinforcement = b~ 
-2 1/2 
K= (pn .+ 2pn)-pn = depth of compression zone of concrete 
divided by d (from tfstraight line" theory) 
j = internal resisting moment arm divided by d (from t'straight 
line" theory ) 
Kl = ratio of average compressive stress to maximum compressive 
stress in concrete stress block 
K2 = distance from top of beam to line of action of compressive 
force C, divided by K d 
u 
K-- = ratio of maximum compressive stress in concrete stress 
. 3 
block to cylinder strengthJ f' c 
x "to + a = f= POSl lon paramever 
u position parameter a = ;:--= 
U .l.J 
x 
a 
_~X 
= -= 
x L position parameter 
II. DESCRll'TION OF TEST BEAMS, MATERIALS, 
FABRICATION OF SPECIMENS 
5. Description of Beams 
8. 
All beams were rectangular in cross-section and ·reinforced in 
tension only, without web reinforcemento The physical properties of 
the test beams are given in Table 10 The cross-sectiondimensions:·were 
6 by 12 in. The reinforcement, placed.in one layer, extended to one 
inch from the end of the specimen. On all beams but TI-).. and D·~5; 1an external 
clamp-on stirrup was placed at each end ·of the beam, to prevent p~emature 
failures by splitting along the reinforcement. The stirrups were placed 
adjacent to the bearing blocks either inside or outside of the blocks, 
as indicated in Table 10 
The variables included span, steel percentage, and concrete 
strength 0 The specimens were tested on five different spans: 66, 88, 
110, 132 and 154 ino Four different steel percentages were used: 1.01, 
1035, 2021 and 3036 per cent 0 Concrete strengths varied from 2700 to 
6600 psi. The variations of these quantities were planned in such a 
manner as to provide the maximum possible information from the limited 
number of beams that were tested o 
Another variable in the tests was the stress-strain relation-
ship for the longitudinal reinforcement. 
9. 
6. Materials 
A. Cement - Marquette type I Portland Cement was used in beams 
D:-l through n:-l~" Atlas Portland cement was used in beams D=~5 through D.:-l8. 
The cement was purchased in four lots from a local dealer. 
B. Aggregates - Wabash river gravel and sandJ purchased from 
a local·dealerJ were used in all beams. These aggregates are of a 
glacial o~igin~ Major constituents of the gravel were ·lbnestone .and dolomite, 
with minor quantities of quartz, granite and gneiss. The sand consisted 
mainly of quartz. The coarse aggregate had a maximum. size of about 1 in 0 
with a fineness modulus of 6.5 to 7, and contained a rather high 
percentage of fines. The fineness modulus of the sand varied between 
2.7 and 302. Both aggregates had .passed the usual specification·tests. 
Absorption was about one per cent by weight of surface dry aggregates. 
C. Concrete mixes - Design of the concrete mixes was based 
on results obtained by former investigations conducted in this laboratory 
using the same tj~e of aggregateso It was th~s possible to obtain 
concrete strengths that were reasonably close to the strength that had 
been assigned to each of the beams, in the preliminary outline of the 
tests. The compressive strength was one of the variables in the test 
program. For all beams J the strengths that were obtained varied from 
2700 to 6600 psi. The concrete was proportioned on the basis of a 3-in. 
slump. Table 2 lists the properties of the mixes. Compressive strengths 
are based on standard 6 by l2=in. cylinders. The modulus of rupture 
was determined by testing standard flexure specimens. Moisture samples 
were taken from the sand and gravel, and the reported water/cement ratios 
were based on their resultso 
Do Reinforcing Steel - Deformed bars were used in all the beams" 
One coupon 2 fto long was cut from each bar and testedo The bars used in 
each beam were matched according to their yield strengths, using bars cut 
from the same piece in one beam whenever possible 0 The value of the 
average yield point for the bars used in each of the beams is listed in 
Table 10 
Three different types of steel were used in the beamso 
Typical stress-strain curves for each of the three types are given in 
Figo 1. 
The No 0 9 and No 0 6 bars used in beams Ifl through D~-.ll .and 
for beam, ~18were of intermediate gradeo The yield points ranged from 
39,000 to 57,200 psio Th~ average ultimate strength was 75,300 psio 
The modulus of elasticity averaged 29,600,000 psio 
The Noo 4 bars used in specimens D;"'12 through D.; .. J]) were Inland 
high bond hi&~ gradeo The yield strength was about the same for all 
bars, varying from 66,800 to 67,300 psio The ultimate strength averaged 
121,000 psio The average modulus of elasticity was 27,400,000 psi .. 
The Noo 4 bars used in beams frl6 and .Ir11 were of a special 
hard grade steel, obtained from the Portland Cement Associationo The 
yield point was 85,000 psio The ultimate strength was 137,500 psi and 
the modulus of elasticity 24,300JOOO psio This steel, with a high yield 
point, was used in order to insure a shear failure in beams 1);..16 andD~l '7., 
which would have failed in flexure if No 0 4 bars of the previous type 
had been usedo 
11 .. 
7 0 Fabrication and Curing of Spe cimens 
All beams were cast in a steel form with adjustable. end plates. 
For beams 0.;...10 through Irl8 on which steel strain measurements were to be 
taken during the test, 6-ino gage lines were marked.on one outside bar 
before the reinforcement was assembled and holes were punched and 
drilled. Corks of 1 3/8 in. diameter were wired to the bar over ·the 
gage holes.in order to provide access for strain measurements after 
casting. 
The reinforcing steel was held .in position by two or three 
chairs made from 1/4-in. mild steel barso Two or three pieces of 
3/4-in. pipe acting as spacers for the steel form were distributed 
along . the beamo 
To facilitate handling, a 1/4-iu. steel hook was imbedded 
in the concrete at each end of the beam. 
Concrete was mixed from 2 to 8 min. in a 6-cu. ft. capacity 
non-tilting drum type mixer 0 The concrete for each beam was mixed .in 
two batches (only one batch for D-~o In spite of the use of a butter 
mix to condition the mixer prior to the mixing of the first batch, the 
strength of the two separate batches of the same proportions varied to 
some extent. In order to ensure a uniform concrete near the top of the 
beam, where failure by crushing would .occur, the first batch was placed 
along the bottom of the beam, and the second batch was evenly distributed 
over ito The volume of the second batch usually corresponded to the 
maximum workable capacity of the mixer. 
l2 .. 
One 6 by 6 by 20-in. flexural control beam was cast from each 
batch in order to determine the modulus of ruptureo Four 6 by l2-in .. 
control cylinders were cast from batch I and six from batch II for the 
pur~ose of measuring the compressive strength of each batch. 
The concrete was placed in the forms and cylinder molds, all 
previously oiled, with the aid of a high frequency internal vibratoro 
Several hours after casting, the top surface of the beam was 
troweled smooth and all cylinders were capped with neat cement paste~ 
The beams and .control .specimens were removed from the form.S the day 
after they were cast and were stored under moist conditions for an 
additional six days. They were then stored in the laboratory until 
tested. 
13. 
III 0 TESTING EQUIPMENT .AND PROCEDURE 
S. Loading Apparatus 
A typical test set-up is shown in Fig. 20 The uniform load 
was simulated by ten uniformly spaced concentrated.loads o How close 
the ten loads approximated a true uniform load is shown in Fig. 3. 
The loads were applied by ten Blackhawk hydraulic jacks of lO-ton 
capacity each, reacting against a steel beam attached to two frames 
that were anchored to the floor. The jacks were connected to a gage of 
5~OOO psi capacity and .a hydraulic pump. The jacks were held with their 
bases against the reaction beam by two 1 by 1 byl/S ino angles, one 
on each side of the jack bases, with tightened bolts running between the 
angles to hold the jacks by frictiono The angles were clamped to the 
reaction beam at their ends. 
The load was transmitted from each of the jack rams to the 
specimen through a lo5-ino diameter chrome-steel ballo The ball was 
seated±n l/S-ino depressions in the end of the ram and in the center 
of a 6 by 6 by 3/4-ino plate resting on a 6 by 6 by 1 1/2-ino loading 
plate which in turn rested on the beamo The beam was separated from 
the lower plate by a 6 by 6 by 3/S-ino piece of leathero This 
arrangement facilitated the positioning of the jack and ball joint 
with respect to the beam. 
14 .. 
Each beam was supported on two 8-ino steel bearing blocks seat-
ed in plaster on concrete abutmentso One bearing block had a half round 
of 2-in. radius welded on the top. The other was flat on top to 
accommodate a 2-ino diameter roller. The roller and half round .each 
bore on a 6 by 6 by 2-in. plate seated in plaster against the bottom of 
the beam. 
The dial of the pressure gage was marked off in divisions of 
50 psi .of hydraulic pressureo Before use on ·the project,. the gage was 
calibrated to read directly the load on the ten jacks. The calibration 
was checked .again during the course of the tests and found not to have 
changed 0 The area of the jack rams was approximately 2 sqo in .. each, 
yielding a total capacity for the system of 100,000 lbs 0 Because of 
the nature of a hydraulic system, the load on·each jack was the same at 
anyone time during the testing of a beam,regardless of the length of 
ram extension, except for negligible differences due to differences in 
friction. Each jack was calibrated separately prior to use on the 
project and the differences in friction between jacks were smaller than 
the smallest division on the pressure gageo The accuracy of the system 
was estimated to be 0 0 3 kips on the total load. 
90 Measurements 
Ao Deflections - Deflections were measured at mid-span and 
at the quarter points of all beams with dial indicators reading to 
0.001 ino These indicators were mounted on posts which ·in turn were 
attached to a deflection frameo The deflection frame was a 2 1/2 by 
21/2 by 3/4-in. steel angle clamped to the bearing blocks that support-
ed the beamo The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 
Bo Strains in the reinforcement - Strains were measured in the 
reinforcement of beams D;JID tb.rough Dd.8. A Berry-tyPe :mechanical gage 
was used, on six L~ch gage lengths. The sensitivity of the gage was 
0.00003 in. per inc Strains were measured on one side of the beam only. 
The number of gage lengths varied from 13 to 22 on the different beams. 
Co Strains in the Concrete - Strain measurements in the 
concrete were made only on beams Dd.0 through n:..~4and D-l6 through ]);,18. 
Type A-ll electric resistance SR-4 strain gages were used. Strains 
were read with a Baldv.ill portable strain indicator 0 A dummy gage for 
temperature compensation was mounted on an unstressed steel block. 
The pu...~ose of the strain measurements in the concrete was to 
determine at several different loads the exact distribution of horizontal 
strains at a single verti~al section of the beam, perpendicular to the 
neutral axis, above and below a fully developed diagonal tension crack. 
Horizontal st:aain gages were placed on the side of the beam 
as shown on Figo 40 Each gage was centered on a vertical line crossing 
the major diagonal tension crack) and located at a section where the 
crack had bent oyer and was progressing approximately parallel to the 
top surface of the beam. In uniformly loaded beams, the position of 
that crack could not be predicted prior ·to the beginning of the tests, 
and the gages therefol~ had to be applied after a major diagonal tension 
crack had developedo 
It turned out in the tests that, at the load that was required 
to obtain one fully developed diagonal tension crack, another diagonal 
tension crack had also appeared on all beams at the other end 0 The gages 
were applied.either on the one crack that was more developed than the 
other~ in which case gage lines were applied on each side of the beam; 
or on both cracks if the development of both was about the same, in 
which case the gage lines were applied on only one side of the beam. 
The area.where the gages were to be placed was polished.with 
sand paper and cleaned .with acetoneo .A thin layer of Duco cement was 
applied .and . allowed to dryo The gages were then attached with Duco 
cement and were left to dry overnight, under a heat lampo The next 
day, electrical connections were made and a coating of wax was applied 
over the gages for protection 0 
lao Testing Procedure: 
The testing procedure varied .somewhat for the various beams 
and depended.on whether or not strain measurements were made on either 
the steel or the concrete 0 
For beams D:-l through D~.? where no strain measurements were 
made, load was applied in about 15 to 25 in.crements up to failure o 
After each increment of load, the valve between the punrp and the jacks 
was closedo .Deflection readings and time were recol~ed and cracks 
were observed and marked with ink 0 There usually was some drop~ff 
in the load and some increase in deflection while cracks were being 
marked 0 These changes were recorded before the next load increment was 
applied.. This drop-off was due to creep in the specimen, since no 
leaks were detected in the hydraulic system and the shut-off valve was 
capable of holding 10,000 psi without leaking 0 Photographs were taken 
of the specimen at important stages in the crack development and .after 
failure. The compression control cylinders and flexural control beams 
were tested on the same day that the beam was tested. 
For beams D-l2 .andD-15 the procedure was the same except :. 
that several. strain measurements in the reinforcement were taken during 
the course of the test. 
For beams D-IO, D-ll, D-l3, D-14, D-16,- D-l7 andD-18, the 
procedure was the same as for D-l2 and D-l5 up to the stage where at 
least one fully-developed diagonal tension crack had formed. At this 
stage,. after the load and deflections had been recorded and the cracks 
marked" the beam was slowly unloaded to zero load, and the electrical 
strain gages were attached .as explained in Section 90 C and left to dry 
overnight 0 The next day, the test was resumed .and the specimen was loaded 
in 5 to 12 increments J this time up to complete failure 0 The procedure 
was the same as in the first part of the test, the only difference being 
the additional operation of reading and recording concrete strains after 
the application of each load-incremento 
IVo BEHAVIOR AND MODE OF FAILURE 
110 Presentation of Test Data 
Figures 5 through 11 show ~hotographs of the beams after 
failure 0 . In Table 3.are rep6rtedthe mode of failure, the diagonal 
tension cracking load.P and the ultimate loadP ~ and the corresponding 
c u 
moments at mid-span M and M 0 The values of loads and moments include 
c u 
the dead load (weight of beam, loading plates and jack rams) 0 . Also 
listed for purposes of comparison are the moment at first yielding of 
the reinforcement, My' and the flexural ultimate moment, Mf , computed 
according to the procedures described in reference 20 
Load-deflection curves for all the beams are shown in Figso 12 
through 150 The curves are grouped according to the percentage of steel 
and the span of the beamso The decrease in load and increase in 
deflection which usually occurred between two consecutive increments of 
load over the time that was re~uired for measurements is not recorded 
on the curves 0 The only decreases in load shown are the ones that 
occurred suddenly, and therefore, corresponded to an abrupt change in 
the distribution of stresseso 
120 Behavior ~n the Elastic Stage 
In the first stage of testing, before appearance of the first 
flexure cracks, all beams behaved elastically, and deflections were 
proportional to loads 0 
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The develop~nt of flexure cracks with increasing load caused 
.a redistribution of stresses in the beams, tension being transferred 
from the concrete to the steel, which resulted .in larger deflections. 
The behavior was still elastic, with the load-deflection curve progressing 
as a straight line but with a smaller slopeo 
The flexure cracks started.as vertical cracks at the bottom of 
the beamo As they extended upward, they remained vertical in the region 
near midspan. Bui;., due to the pattern of principal stresses in the beam, 
the cracks located closer to the support started .to bend.over once they 
had.reachedthe level of the reinforcemento 
The vertical cracks near mid-span developed rapidly at firsto 
However, at a later stage in their development, their progression almost 
stopped and the inclined cracks developed more rapidly, until they 
finally reached apprOximately the same height as the vertical cracks .. 
In the next stages of loading the behavior was not the same 
for· all beams and .the differences in behavior have to be discussed .in 
relation to the final mode of failureo 
13<> Modes of Failure 
Two different modes of failure were observed: failure in 
shear-compression and failure in flexureo 
The behavior was similar for the 16 beams that failed in 
shear-compressiono It may be summarized in two stages: 
(l) Development of diagonal tension cracks, 
(2) Failure in shear compression .. 
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Two beams failed in flexure.. The failure in both cases was in 
flexural tension 0 However, the behaviors of those two beams were 
different 0 Beam 1)..4 failed .in flexure after the development of diagonal 
tension cracks, while D;12 failed in flexure without having developed 
any diagonal tension cracks o 
In order to reach a better understanding of the different 
behaviors, our study of the next stages of testing will be divided as 
follows: 
(1) Failures occurring after diagonal tension cracking 
(2) Failure in flexure wi thout previous diagonal. tension 
cracking .. 
140 Failures Occurring after Diagonal Tension Cracking 
Diagonal tension cracking is characterized by the sudden 
appearance of an inclined crack of major importanceo The load at "Which 
the first diagonal tension crack is observed in a beam is called the 
diagonal tension cracking loado 
A diagonal tension crack~an be distinguished from the 
inclh~ed flexure cracks that develop on the beam in the early stages 
of the testo It is always more developed than any of the inclined 
flexure cracks; it is also widero It usually starts horizontally 
from the level of the steel and extends upward higher than any of the 
existing crackso In fact, a diagonal tension crack inmost instances 
develops for ·part of its length along a previously e~isting bent-
over flexure crack o In a beam where the inclined flexure cracks are 
already high when the diagonal tension crack occurs, its development may 
be unnoticed if it follows one of these existing cracks for most of its 
length 0 In some instances, especially if the flexure cracks are only 
slightly inclined, the diagonal tension crack does not follow any 
existing crack at all, but cuts through the existing cracks. 
As the diagonal tension crack extends, the load drops off 
suddenly and the deflection increases. This is due to the redistribution 
of stresses as a consequence of diagonal tension cracking. The drop-off 
is more important when the crack introduces a large change in the crack 
pattern; that is, when it does not follow an existing inclined crack. 
The diagonal tension cracking load has been defined as the 
load.required to develop the first diagonal tension crack. All beams 
that developed one diagonal tension crack also developed another crack 
at the other end of the beamo In some of the beams, both of these 
diagonal tension cracks developed at the same load 0 On others, only 
one crack developed at first, on one end of the beam, and more load 
was required to L~tiate a corresponding crack on the other end o In 
several beams (D-7, D-8, D-14, D-16) other diagonal tension cracks 
were initiated after that stage o They appeared in the region between 
the previously developed diagonal tension cracks and mid-span, and 
were the cracks above which final failure occurred • 
. All beams were able to carry increased load once the first 
diagonal tension crack had developed. After diagonal tension cracking, 
a beam may ultimately fail either in shear compression or in flexure o 
A. Failure in shear-compression - After diagonal tension crack-
ing, the load~eflection curve continues to rise and deflections are 
still approximately proportional to load but the slope of this portion 
of the load-deflection curve is less than that of the portion before 
diagonal tension cracking 0 In several beams, the moment at mid-span 
reached the value of the moment at first yielding, M before final y 
failure occurred. Therefore, yielding of the steel at mid-span caused 
.larger deflections, as evidenced by the decreasing slope of the load 
deflection curve 0 Yielding of the reinforcement, occurring after 
diagonal tension cracking, did not appear to have any influence·on the 
final mode of failureo 
After diagonal tension cracking, the main change which was 
observed in the pattern of cracks wa~ a gradual extension of the diagonal 
tension cracks., in both directionso At the top of' the crack, sm.all 
extensions were observed; at the level of the reinforcement, the crack 
progressed along the steel towards the support. The crack had always 
reached the support block before fa.ilure, of'ten well in advance and 
in many instances at the time when the diagonal tension crack was 
initiated 0 
Final failure in shear compression consisted of a sudden 
widening of one of the diagonal tension cracks> accompanied by 
destruction of the concrete above the crack near the end of the upper 
extension of that crack, and by splitting off along the reinforcemento 
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Failures in shear-compression were sudden and, resulted in ·a 
total loss of Idad carrying capacity_ 
The extent to which the beams carried load after first diagonal 
tension cracking de:pendedprimarily on the span in each group of beams 
with a given steel percentage 0 The increase in load was greater for the 
shorter beams", 
For beam D-18" the final failure load was lower ,than the 
cracking load. This is explained by the fact that when the beam was 
unloaded in the course of the test) in order to a:pply the electrical 
strain gages) some damage had apparently already occurred. The cycle 
of unloading and reloading at that stage probably. accounts for the 
reduction in the final failure load. 
Four beams (D-15) D-14.7 D-16 andD-5).7 seemed to be nearly 
balanced between flexural and shear capacities. They actually failed in 
shear-compression; at a maximum mid-span moment whiCh was higher than 
the computed ultimate flexural moment for those beams", 
These beams should theoretically have failed in flexural 
tension when the moment at mid-span reached the value of the flexural 
ultimate 0 However, their behavior can be explained by the ductility 
of a flexural tension failure as opposed to the brittle nature of the 
shear-compression failure. In the last stages of the testing ,of those 
beams) the load dropped off immediately after each increment of load) 
falling back each time to a value equal to or less than the flexural 
capacity 0 The flexural ultimate load probably did not remain, on the 
beams long enough to produce the large deflections re~uired for a 
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flexural tension failure.. The shear capacity being only slightly above 
the flexural capacitY,at this stage one increment of load, large enough 
to reach the shear capacity for even a very short time,-' caused the beams 
to, fail in shear .. 
B 0 Failure in Flexure after Diagonal Tension Cracking - Only 
one beam, D~, exhibited this mode of failure 0 After the diagonal tension 
cracking load was . reached,: at 3908 kips, at 'Which load one diagonal 
tension crack was developed at each end of the beam, the yield moment 'Was 
reached 'With very small increase in load,. at 4107 kips total load.. In 
this beaIIl:, . the diagonal. tension cracks showed very little further 
'extension after their appearance.. On the other hand, the flexure cracks 
near mid-span began to rise .further as the steel yielded. Final failure 
occurred in flexure by crushing of the concrete at mid-spano The 
maximum moment reached at mid-span was 631 ina -kips, 16 percent above 
the computed flexural capacity 0 
l5 G Failure in Flexure Occurring .Wi thout PreYious Diagonal Tension 
i 
Cracking 
For beam JrJ2, the moment at first yielding was reached at 
mid-span before the appearance of any diagonal tension cracks 0 • From 
the results for this beam, it would seem that once the steel has 
yielded.at mid-span the subsequent deformation conditions are such as 
to prevent initiation ·of diagonal tension cracks, if none were present 
when the steel started to yieldo Beam D-J2 failed finally" by crushing of 
the concrete at mid-spano The load-deflectioncurve is definitely 
representative of a failure in flexural tens ion 0 
v .. STUDY OF RESULTS OF STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 
l6. Distribution of Stress in the Reinforcement 
Figures l6 through 20 show diagrams of the distribution of 
stresses in five beams which illustrate typical behaviors: Beam D-l7 
failed in shear-compression, without yielding of the reinforcement 
at mid-spano Beam. D ... 13 failed in shear cOID:J?ression just after the steel 
had. started yielding.. Failure of beam D-lO was after ·the reinforcement 
had yielded over an .appreciable distance 0 Beam D-l5 is an example of 
a beam. with very nearly equal flexural and shear capacities~ finally 
failing in shear c.ompression" Beam D-l2 failed in flexure without having 
developed diagonal tension cracks o 
The stresses were derived from the measured strains.7 using 
the stress-strain CU-'T""Ve corresponding to the steel used in each beam .. 
Strains at the ultimate load P were obtained by extrapolating on a 
u 
plot of strain versus mid-span defle .. ctiono There might therefore be 
some.error in the distribution of stresses at ultimate loaq. 0 
Ao Stresses in the elastic stage, before diagonal. tension 
cracking - In the first stage of the test3 before the occurrence of 
diagonal tension c.racking and before the steel had started yielding 
at mid-span, the distribution along the span of stress in the 
reinforcement was found. to follow closely the parabolic distribution {)·f 
memento This is observed for the total P = 1703 kips on beam D-17 in 
Fig .. 16; for P = 2l,,6 kips on beam D-13 in Figo l7; and for P = 8Q5Jl 
17 .. 0, and 2508 kips on beam D-l5 in Figo 190 
B.. Effect of yielding of' the reinforcement - If' the steel yields 
at mid-s:P8ll, the stress distribution is still parabolic for those stresses 
still below the yield stress.. However) if'~ .. the beam. is under-reinforced}' 
but not greatly under-reinforced} which was the case for the beams 
reini'orced with Noo 9 and Noo 6 bars :in this investigation..,. the maxim:tlIIl 
stress will ,not increase above the yield stress into the work-hardening 
range 0 
If the be8ll1 is grea.tly under-rein:forced;: which was the case 
for beams with Noo 4 bars}, the max:i.nrum.stress might go into the work-
hardening range, ab·ove the yield pointo However), the distribution ·of 
these. stresses will not necess,arily be parabolic., The shape of the curve 
above the yield _stress will depend on the shape of the stress-strain 
curve f'orthe steel in the work-hardening range .. 
Figare20 shows an example of the stress distribution in an 
greatly under-reinfarced beam :failing inf'lexure,at three stages in the 
loading ... At a total load of 21 .. 5 kips) the steel has not yet started-to 
yield.. The second curve on this figure car.resPQnds to a load 0-1' 28 ... 3 
kips, above the l-oad.P = 23,,5 which corresponds to a mid-span .moment y 
equal to the computed moment at first yielding" M.o The steel has y 
already sta.:.-ted to yield over the middle 36 in .. of' the spallo For 12 ino 
on each side of mid-spall, ,the steel is already in the work~ardening 
range.. The third curve represents the extrapalated stresses at the 
final failure inf'lexuraJ. tensiono The reinforcement has yielded oyer 
the entire length :for which the strains were measured" 
· Co Distributi.on of stresses after diagonal. tension cracking -
At the load.at which the first diagonal tension crack develo~s} definite 
changes occur in the distribution of stresses Q The distribution -of 
stresses is changed only along the length of the craeko Between the crack 
and mid-span,. and between the extreme extension of the crack aJ..ongthe 
steel and the support} the stress distribution is unchanged.andfollows 
the parabolic shape of the moment curve 0 However,. at the section -where 
the crack crosses the .reinforcement, diagonal tension cracking causes 
a sharp increase in the stress. This increase is believ.ed to be caused 
by the additional stresses developed in the steel intbat secti-en due 
to dowelling action 0 It the crack progresses along the ~.reinf'orcement 
towards the support.,. high stresses in the steel progress with it, which 
means that the dowel action is extended fu..-i-:ther towards the supporto 
This extension of the region of increased stress can be seen in Figso 17 
and .18.. The stresses along the borizontal development of the diagonal 
tension crack ca.nbe as high or even higher than the stress at the other 
end of the crack as may be seen on Figs.., 16 and 180 It may be noted 
that beam. D-10 in Fig 0. 18 was reinforced with Noo 9 bars and was thus 
not greatly under-reinforced. The stresses therefore did not increase 
abo.ve the yield stress 8nd consequently the distribution of stress along 
the crack at the east end is a horizontal line at the" ultimate load .. 
For this beam there were no gage lines near mid-spano 
17<> Distribution of str'am in the concrete 
The distribution of strain in an uncracked section ofa beam 
is a straight line <> The appearance of a diagonal tension crack, cutting 
through the compression zone} changes the distribution of stress and 
thus the distribution of strain. It has 9ften bee~assumedthat 
after the development of a diagonal. tension crack) practically all of 
the compressive stresses were resisted by the concrete above the diagonal 
tension crack and no compression existed on the concrete below the crack. 
In order to investiga~e how accurate this assumption was, 
strains were measured on the side of the beams after development of' 
the diagonal tension cracko Because the location ~f diagonal tension 
cracks in. a beam. under uniform. load could not be predicted) theSR-4 
strain gages had to be placed after the crack had developed. This 
procedure thus yields the distribut.ion of strains in the section only 
after the crack has progressed across itD It is recommended that similar 
strain measurements be made in future investigations on beams under 
concentrated loads, where the location of the diagonal tension cracks 
can be predicted. If the beams are loaded through a column stub at 
mid-span}: for instance.7 the gage line could be placed at the section 
where final failure occurs; that is, in the shear span just outside 
the stub. On such beams, the gages could be applied before star~ing 
the test 0 With this procedure, the distribution of strains could be 
obtained both before and after the development of the crack~ This 
would permit 'luantitative comparisons between strain distributions 
just before and right after occurrence of the crackD The strain 
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measurements in this investigation had only a qualitative object; that is, 
to show the extent of compressive strains below the crack after its 
development, and completely fulfilled their purpose. 
In all beams where strains were measured, it was found that the 
concrete below the diagonal tension crack carried .appreciable strains. 
In these beams~ the distribution of compressive strains below the diagonal 
tension crack remained practically constant at loads above the load at 
which the crack had developed in the first part of the test. 
The strain distributions. are shown. for two beams, D-17 and 
D-lO., in Figs. 21 and 22. The steel percentage was 1,,-01 for beam D-17.1 
3.36 for bea.mD-lO. Both beams are quite representative of the results 
of measurements taken .on the other beams not reported. The solid line 
represents the distribution of strains when the load in the second part 
of the test" after application of the gages, reached the load at which 
the diagonal tension crack had developed in the first part of the test. 
The dashed line shows the strain distribution at ultimate load, as 
extra.polated for each gage from the strain versus mid-span deflection 
curve. Because of the distribution of stresses in a beam failing in 
shear, deflections at ultimate are small. Extrapolating strains against 
mid-span deflections is believed to give lower strains at ultimate than 
the actual strains in the region above the diagonal tension crack. 
Under the crack.,. the approximation is good, as the straight line 
representing the strain distribution remains practically unchanged from 
the time the crack has developed until failure. 
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In some of the beams the strains below the crack increased 
slightly between cracking and ultimate (Figo 21) while on others it 
decreased slightly (Figo 22) but the change was very small. On the 
other hand, compressive stresses above the crack continued to increase 
until failure 0 There was a break in the distribution of' strains at the 
level of the crack.. The strain just above the crack was in same be~JD~ 
larger, in others smaller than the strain just below the crack 0 Since 
both of these strains were -obtained by extrapolating the straight lines 
representing the strain distributions to the crack, no conclusion can 
be drawn.. The po-int of zeTO strain, below the crack, was found to be 
lower for the beams with the higher percentage -of steel 0 
180 Redistribution of' stresses Caused by Diagonal Tension Cracking 
As a theoretical justification o:f the distributions of stresses 
in the reinforcement and strains in the concrete reported above, an 
hypothesis is presented f'or the redistribution of stresses caused by 
diagonal tension crackingo 
In a section of' a beam., before a diagonal tension crack has 
developed, the strain distribution is a straight line ~ and the external 
moment is resisted by the couple of two horizontal f'orces., a compressive 
force" C, and a tensile force, T" The compressive fo-rce is the 
resultant of' compressive stresses in the concrete, while the tensile 
force is provided by the reinforcemento 
When the diagonal tension crack develops through the compression 
zone7 a redistribution of stresses occurs as pictured on Fig. 23a o At 
section A, the total compressive force C is divided into a force Cl above 
the diagonal tension crack and a force C2 below the crack. That the _ 
force C2 is not negligible is shown by the a:ppreciable strains that were 
measured below the diagonal tension crack in this investigationo 
In Figo 23b the beam has been divided in-:two free bodies along 
the diagonal tension crack 0 Axis 0 in free body (2) is the intersection 
of the plane of the reinforcement with the plane o~ the section 0 
Considering the -equilibrium of free body (2) it is apparent that some 
force must act to counterbalance the moment exerted by the- compression 
force C2 " The only internal force that could act on free body (2) to 
resist the moment C2d2 is a shear in the reinforcing steel, designated 
by V2, such that V2 (x - xx) = C2d2 . A vertical force is now required 
to- balance V2 as a force 7 which is e~idently the downward acting shear 
in the concrete below the crack at section A7 which mu'St,- therefore, 
equal V2 0 Further consideration of free body (2) shows that: 
T - Tl = C2 0 Transferring the forces in the steel to free body (1), 
it can be seen that T1 = Cl " The total. shear on section A being V, 
the following equation may be written: V = V1 + V2 • Taking the 
moments about axis 0 in free-body (1) gives 
(1) 
The shearV2 has to be carried by dowel action of the steel at 
section B. This accounts for the high steel stresses observed at that 
in which x - Xx is a constant and d2 is practically constant. If it is 
assumed that) :rOT a beam with given conditions at the supporl,. there is 
a limit on the shear V 2 that can be transferred by do-wel action f'romthe 
steel. to the concrete, a limit is thus placed ,on the c9IIIPression force 
c2 • This accounts for the f'act that the compressive strains below the 
diagonal tension crack remain practically constant after the d€velop.ment 
of the crack" 
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VI. SHEAR CP:PACITIES OF BEAMS UNDER UNIFORM LOAD 
19. Basis for Analytical Studies of Shear Strength 
(a) General Hypothesis - ·The results of the tests were analyzed 
on the basis of the hypothesis of shear failures presented by A .. La.l.Ipa~5) 
Failure in shear of a reinforced concrete beam. is the result of destruction 
of the concrete above a. diagonal tension crack. The conditions f.or a 
shear failure are thus as follows: 
(l) Dia.g<mal.. tension cracks must develop~ This :i'sa 
requirement for a shear failure." but in itself does not. c·onstitute 
failure of the beam. 
(2) The stresses induced by bending moment in the reduced 
compres sion ·area .above one .of the diagonal tension cracks must cause 
failure by destruction of the concrete in that region. 
(b1 Criteria for 'Shear Failure in a Beam Under Concentrated 
Loads - The investigations .of shear failures in beams without web 
reinf-orcement carried out during the :past fifty years give very little 
inf'ormationon shear failUTes of beams under uniform load. Practically 
all investigations have been concerned with be8lD.s under concentrated. 
loads." ~ither ·one load at mid-span or two symmetrically-placed loads~ 
The eri -reria for shear failure under this type of loading .have been 
~ . (7)) 
stated as follows by.Feldman and Siess ''''1 : 
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(1) Criterion for the development of diagonal tension 
cracks: The formation of diagonal tension cracks is primarily a function 
of the shear. The first diagonal tension crack develops when the shear, 
which is constant in the region between the support and the first 
loading block.., reache s a limiting value V which is a function of the 
c 
cross sectional properties of the beam. and the pro:Periies of the concrete,. 
and possibly of the ratio of moment to shear at the critical section .. 
(2 ) Criterion for failure by de struction of the concrete 
in the compr.ession zone: The moment at the sectionof':'failure must be 
at least equal to a limiting "shear moment!l M.. The value of the shear 
s 
moment is a function only of the properties of' the cross section of the 
beam and of the concrete 0 The ex:pression given by Laupa ( 5) for ·the 
linliting shear moment is 
(Co) Criteria. for Shear Failure in aBeam Under Uniform Load 
.An attempt was made to apply the dual criteria of a limi ting cracking 
shear required to initiate diagonal tension. cracking and a limiting shear 
moment determi.ruiD.g finaJ.. failure to beams 1IDder uniform load. 0 
However) a difficulty arises in application of these criteria 
to unif'ormly load-ed beams because of' the distribution of shear and lD.oment 
along the span of such abeam. The shear,. instead of being constant 
between support and load block,. varies linearly t> The critical section} 
at which the limiting shear is considered,. must therefore be specified .. 
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The section of failure is no longer the section of maximum 
moment:1 and the location ·of the critical section., where the moment must 
equal the limiting shear moment in order to cause failure, also must be 
determined" 
20 to Diagonal Tension Cracking ,Load 
The propagation of' diagbnal tension cracks is a consequence 
of diag-onal tension stresses in the concreteo The magnitude :and 
direction of these stresses may be determinedf'or an homogeneous> or 
uncracked . beam. However, as pointed .out earlier in this report -' flexural 
cracks are already Ytldely devel-Oped when the first diagonal crack aJ?:pears. 
Furthermore,. this crack nearly always propagates tram a previously formed 
inclined crack 0 Consequently, the theory f-Or homogeneous sections is no 
longer applicable and the actual stresses at the end of a crack cannot 
be computed. A rational approach is therefore impossible and it is 
necessary to develop empirically,. £'rom the results of tests, a criterion 
for the development of diagonal tension cracking .. 
The diagonal .tension -cracking lci3.d" P -' has been defined 
c 
previously as the load at which the first diagonal tension crack 
P 
dev-elopso At this load,. the shear at the support is Vc = 2c . From 
the support to mid-span,. . the shear decreases.., to z.ero at mid .... span.. It 
is assumed that first di~gonal tension cracking occurs "When the shear 
at a critical section at Q;xL from the support reaches a limiting -value" 
yt. To this shearV' at the section a L from the support., corresponds 
c c K 
the shear Y at the support. 
c 
The critical section for diagonal tension cracking was. 
tentati'Vely assumed to be the section at which the first developed 
diagonal tension crack crossed the reinf'orcement .. The distance X 
x 
(Fig ... 24a) from that section to the cent·er line o"f the support was 
measured on ·each beam, ADd.. the measured value s of x are listed in 
x 
Table 4,. The distance x was me.asured on both sides of the be&n and 
x 
the Value repo.rtedin. the table is the average of the two :meas.urements .• 
,x 
Also- listed in the table are the values of ax .= :~ ~ 
The distance x varie s widely. among the besms 7 from 5 ... 5 to 
x 
18.0 inc The scatter in a is less, the values ranging from 0 .. 063 to 
x 
0 .. 168. The variations of a could not be related to the variations 
x 
L 
of f~, d or 'p ,and the scatter is believed to be completely random 'and 
due mostly to local non'"':'homogeneity of the concrete and to the presence 
of the previously devel-oped inclined flexural cracks. It has been shown 
that the diagonal tension cracks often dev.el-Opedover part of' their 
lengthal.ong apretiously developed inclined flexure crack.. Hence:J 
the pattern of the flexural cracks before diagonal tension cracking 
influenc.edthe location at which the diagpnal tension crack occurred 
and probably accounts fOT the appreciable variations in a 0 Figure 24-b 
x 
shows a plot of a versus the concrete strength. in. .each of the beam.s .. 
x 
No ini'luence of' f'J on·a is apparent.. For all the beams that developed 
c .x 
diagona1-""tension -cracks), the average value of a isO .. ll.. This was 
x 
taken as the location of' the cri ti.cal section i'ordiagDna.l tension 
cracking .. 
The following conclusion can therefore be stated: A beam .under 
uniform load will develop a first diagonal tension crack when the shear 
at the critical section at O.ll L from the support reaches a limiting 
value V J • 
c 
The following relation exists between the shear V at a distance 
a 
aL from the suppa-rt snd. the shear V at the su:pport: 
For the critical section at aL= 00 llL the relat:Lon is: 
Va 
-v= 1 - 0.22 = 0.78 
The criterion ~or first di~onal tension cracking can thus be 
stated in a different form: .A beam under uniform load will develop a 
first diagonal tension crack when the shear at the s.upport reaches a 
V' 
limiting value V .. '= ~c . 
c O. {O 
. A study was made of the influence of the different variable s 
p 
on V c = 2 c , Pc being the diagonal tension cracking load, determined 
by observation for each beam" Since in these .tests, the cross sectional 
dimensions of the beams were kept constant, the influence of variations 
in the cross section could not be evaluated 0 It was therefore assumed 
that V was directly proportional to the width b and to·:,theeffective 
c 
depth d .of the beam .. 
L The effects of the three variables P,. f~ and d on the shear 
at first diagonal tension cracking were studied and the following 
empirical equation was establishedo 
4.3 + l20 p 
L lO + -d 
_ fl 
l + 0.B5 lO~O 
(4) 
the term j was introduced in the .equation so that the first member of' 
the equation would be the nominal shearing stress" which permits 
coInparisons with code requirements. However) j was taken as a constant 
v.a.lue of 7/B for all the beams in this investigation.. Table 5 shows 
the values of V Ibjdcom:puted }tith this equation for all beams tested .. 
c 
Also listed in Table 5 are the values ·of the nominal shear 
V 
stre s s v c = 7/8 c bd obtained from the measured cracking loads and the 
t 
. v c measured 
ra lO V com:puted" The average of this ratio for all beams is 0 .. 992. 
c 
The average error is 5 percent and the maximum error is 10 percent Q 
In Figs 0 25" 26 and 27 are shown the inf'luences of the three 
variables p, ff andL/d on the nominal unit shearing stress .at first 
c 
diagonal tension cracking .. The curves repre sent the computed values .. 
The circles correspond .to the measured values 0 These curves show that 
the inf'luence of each of the three variables is represented quite well 
by equation (2). 
Figure 28 shows the distribution of shear along the span of 
a beam at first diagonal. tension cracking .. 
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. It has been suggested that the development of diagonal tension 
cracks might be a function of the ra tic of shear to moment in· the cri tical 
section. Equation (4) supports this assumption, if' at the same time the 
critical section is assumed.to be located at a distance from the support 
which 1,s a. constant proportion of the span length .. 
In abeam under uniform load, ina. section at o:L from the 
su:pport, 
M L a(l - ex) 
Vd = d 1 -20: 
For the critical section. 
O"ll (1 ~ ·O.ll) 
1 - ·0022 
Equation 4 can then be written: 
Vc 4 .. 3 + 120 p 
bjd:;: 10 1 (M) 
+ O .. l25 Vd 
cr 
L L d = O .. l25 d 
( 6) 
M 
where (Vd) -represents the I'atio of moment to shear., divided by d) at 
cr 
the critical section for diagonal tension cracking .. 
21. Ultimate Shear Capacity 
After diagonal tension crackingf a beam will fail in shear-
compression if the moment at a critical section·reaches a lImiting 
value.. It would seem likely that the critical section for a beam 
under unifarm load .wbuld be the section where the beam finally fails .. 
H-oweyer, the section of failure cannot. be well defined; the beam . actually 
crushes not in one section, but over an appreciable distance. Further-
40. 
more, . the zones of crushing might be at different lo.cations on the two 
sides of the beamo The locations of the mid-points of the zones of 
destruction on the two sides o·f a beam were as much as l2 inches apart .. 
However, these locations were measuredandaveraged7 and .the resulti:ng 
value of Xu (Fig. 2~) is. listed in Table 29. 
x 
u Also listed is 0: =-L 
u 
The distance x varies from 2.4 .. 5 inches to 49 .• 5 incheso The 
u 
corresponding ratios a range between 0 .. 245 and 0.433.0 No relation 
u 
could be found betwe.en the variations of aa.ndthe variables f l 1'. !:d 
u c 
and .p.. The scatter appears to be random. Figure 2gb shows a plot of 
a versus f f o. No influence of f f on a is apparent. For all the beams 
u c c u 
that failed in shear compression the average value of a is 0.33 .. 
u 
A cO!IlJ?8.rison was made between the ult:ilnate mOIllent M" at the 
u 
section of failure, for the beams of this inve stigation, and the shear 
moment M for beams under concentrated load.s~ from equation (3) 0 The 
s 
reader is referred to Table 6 where M and MU are given and also the 
MU s U 
1J 
ratio M - .. It is seen that MU is always greater than M .. 
. u s This is an. 
s 
indication that the shear moment for beams under uniform load is higher 
than the shear moment for beams under concentrated loads 0 The ratio 
M!'! 
MU varies from 1 .. 05 to 1071, the average ratio be:i.n,.g 1 .. 33.. The ma.x:irnum 
s 
deviations from the· average ratio are -10 percent and +29 percento The 
capacity .ofa beam under uniform load could be computed on that basis~. 
assuming that the beam fails when the moment in the actual. section of 
failure reaches a limiting value 01' lo 33 M 0 This is n.ot practical, 
s 
however, since the actual section of failure cannot be predicted 
ac cura tely and is not well defined" Moreover, the ma.x:i1nu:m error of 
29 percent is quite largeo 
4l .. 
Since the actual location of failure seemed to vary widely 
and at random, an attem,pt was made to predict failure on the basis of 
the moment at a distance L/3 from the end of the span, representing the 
ayerage location of failure 0 The ultimate moment MY at that critical 
u 
section is listed in Table 6" and also the ratio M!T /M 0 The average 
1X s 
ratio is 1 0 35, practically the same as the average ratio M" /M , "Which 
u s 
was 10330 This agreement tends to justify the choice of the section 
at L/3for ·the critical section. MOTeover, the correlation between 
measured and computed moments at this section is much better, since 
the average error is only '7 per cent, . and the maxjmum error 16 percent .. 
This ·variation for the third-point moment is thus of the same order of 
magnitude as the variation of about ±. 15 percent obtained by Laupaon 
M for beams under concentrated loads .. 
s 
The condition fora failure in shear compression may therefore 
be stated as: 
Failure in shear cOIIlJ?ression OCCUX.S in a beam. under .un.i.:t'orm 
load, in wbich at least one diagonal tension. crack has developed,1 if 
the moment at the criticalsectioli; located at the third-point of the 
span, reaches a limiting value Mf given by the expression 
s 
before the mid-span lIloment reaches the value of the flexural ultimate 
moment .. 
In Fig D 30 a comparison is sho"WIl between measured and. computed 
values of the ult~te moment at the critical sectiono 
M" 
For that purpose 
u is plotted against fro 
Kbd2f' c 
The straight line represents 
c ·405 fl 
1:35 (0.57 _ c) 
105 
The following relation exists between the moment at a distance aL 
Mm 1 
from the support .and the moment at mid-span: Mo:= lia(l -o:} 
: F.orthe critical section at ~} the relation is 
Consequently WhenMl/3 = lo35 Ms 
M = 10125 x 1035 M = 1052 M 0 
m s s 
The criterion for final failure in shear-compression can 
thus be stated in a different form: 
Failure in shear compression occurs ina beam under uniform 
load., in which at least one diagonal tension crack has developed} "When. 
the moment at mid-span reaches a limiting value of 
with the further condition that 1.52 M must of course be .smaller 
s 
than the flexural ultimate moment 0 
On Fig. 3l is shown. the distribution·of .moment along the span 
of a beam at failure in shear-compression" 
22. Modes of Failure of a Beam Under Uniform Load 
An under-reinforced beam under uniform load, excluding the 
possibility of a bond failure, might fail in two different modes: 
1 Q Failure in shear-compression 
2. Failu:re in flexure c 
If the diagonal tension cracking load is reached before the 
reinforcement starts to yield.,. diagonal tension cracks will develO-po 
After this stage) if the flexural ultimate moment is smaller than the 
mid-span moment corresponding to a shear-compression failure the beam 
will ultimately fail in flexure. In the opposite case) the beam will 
fail in shear compression. 
On the basis .of the expressions that have beendev~loped in 
the preceeding two sections for the diagonal tension cracking ,load 
and the ultimate shear capacity; it is possible to predict whether a 
beam under uniform load will develop diagonal tension cracking, and 
in which mode it will fail. Table 9 lists the ratios of computed 
moments M 1M , M /Mf , and 10 52M /Mf for the beams of this investigation. eye s 
Also listed for purpose of comparison is the ratio Mu meas./Mf . 
For beam D-12 which did not develop diagonal tension cracks 
M /M < 10 For the other beams} which all developed diagonal tension 
c y 
cracks Mc/My> 1. Theoretically, when the ratio 1052 Ms/Mf is larger 
than unity, the beam should fail in flexure; when it is smaller than 
unity', the beam should fail in shear 0 It may be seen that the beams 
in this investigation were such that the ratio 1052 Ms/Mf was always 
44 .. 
~uite close to unity} its range being from 0.83 to, 1.26A As a consequence, 
taking into account the possible errors in the computed values of both M 
s 
andMf7 the prediction of the mode of failure for these beams is not too 
reliable. The mode of failure, however, was predicted accurately on this 
basis for ele"Ven of the beams which failed in shear and for ·the two bealllS 
that failed in flex.ureo For the other five beams that failed in shear-
compression,. the development of diagonal tension cracks is ··predicted .. 
However7 the ratio lo52 Ms/Mf has the values .of 1.03, 1.26, 1.04., 1.01 
and 1.02. Thus, theoretically., a f1exu:ral failure would be expected .. 
However, these beams failed in shear compression and the ultimate mid-
span moment Muwas such that the ratios Mu/Mf were respectively 1.07, 
1.07, 0 .. 97,· 0.86 and 0,.970 
The possible errors in the computed values of both M and 
s 
Mf are responsible for appreciable variations in the ratio 1.52 Ms/Mfo 
This prevents .an accurate prediction of the mode of failure for those 
beams for which the ratio 1.,52 Ms/Mf is close to unity 0 Furthermore, 
as explained in section 14) it is possible for an under-reinforced beam 
to fail in shear compression at a mid-span moment slightly higher than 
the flexural ultimate because of the sudden nature of the shear-compression 
failure, as opposed to the ductile nature of the flexural tension failure. 
It would probably be safe in design recommendations to specify that the 
ratio 1.52 Ms/Mf must be larger than 1 .. 10 or even 1020 in -order to insure 
a flexural failure., 
45. 
It is believed that design specifications should be such that 
a beam will not develop diagonal tension cracks even when loaded to 
failure 0 The test of beam. D-l2 seemed to indicate J as mentioned 
previously, that a beam which has started to yield will not develop 
diagonal tension cracks if none are present when yielding begins.. As 
this hypothesis is supported by the test of.' only one beam, it appears 
more conservative to state that the condition for no diagonal tension 
cracking is that the moment M at mid-span corresponding to the diagonal 
c 
tension cracking loadP must be higher than the flexural ultimate 
c 
moment. 
For purposes of comparison the flexural ultimate moment is 
taken to be 
M = bd2 f' <1 (l - 0.59 q) (9) f c 
in which 
pf 
<1= 
y (lO) ft 
c 
as suggested in the ACI-ASCE Committee 327 Report on Ultimate Strength 
Design (6). 
Thus the ratio. Mc/Mf can be written: 
7 4.3 + l20p 
32 ~ fT 
l + 0.85 ro&-
= 
q(l - 0059<1) 
L 
d 
L lO + -d 
7 4 .. 3 + l20p 
or, if 
32 ft 
1 + 0.85 .I050 _ A 
Cl (1 - 0 .. 59 Cl) -
M L ~=A __ d __ 
Mf ' 10 + !: d 
(il) 
where A is a function only of p ~ f', and f.. Thus for a beam with 
c y 
given values of P, f' -and f 7 M IMf is related to Lid. There is 
c y c 
therefore a critical Lid for which Mc/Mf = 1 given by 
or 
(!:) 
d 
cr A --------
10 + (~) - 1 
cr 
(Lid) =10 
cr A - 1 (12) 
46 .. 
If tid> (Lid) ,the beam will not develop diagonal tension 
cr 
cracks and a shear failure is therefore impossible .. 
If Lid < (Lid) , the beam will develop diagonal tension 
cr 
cracks. In this latter case, the ratio 1.52 Ms/Mf must be considered 
in order to determine whether failure will be in flexure or in shear .. 
The value of this ratio is a function only of p, f 1 and _ f as follows: 
c y 
1.52 M 
s (13) 
If 1~52 Ms/Mf > 1 a shear-compression failure is not possible and the beam 
will ultimately fail in flexure.. If 1 .. 52 Ms/Mf < 1 the beam will 
ultimately fail in shear-compression .. 
These consideratitms are illustrated by numerical examples 
in Table 10.. Two different yield. pOints" 40 ~ 000 and 50.7 000 psi, are 
considered.. The study is made for three different concretestreugths, 
3,000, 4-,000, and. 5,,000 psi. The ACI:-ASCE Committee 327 Report ·on 
Ultimate Strength Design. (6) specifies that the maximum ratio of 
f' 
reinforcement will not exceed p = 0040 f c.. The maximum allowable 
y 
ratios of reinforcement were computed according to this specif'ication 
and are given in column 3.. Several ratios of' reinforcement were used 
for each concrete strength~ .as sho"WIl in column 4... The critical y.al.ue 
of' Lid for diagonal tension. cracking was compu"ted and is listed in 
column 60 The ratio 1 .. 52 Ms/Mf is given in column 7.. The predicted 
mode of failure fer each of the beams is listed in column 8 .. 
A consideration of the values Df 1052 Ms/Mf listed in Table 
lO shows that f.or the yield point of 40,000 psi" a shear compression 
failure is possible only with the concrete strength of 5.7000 pSi7 
and in this concrete strength only with the high steel percentage 
of' 0.05 which though permissible is not often used.. For ·the higher 
yield point of' 50,000 psi) shear failures are predicted in -each concrete 
s.trength with the higher steel ratios .. 
48. 
It must be noted that., according to Table 10., a be8JIJ. reinforced 
with steel that has a yield point of' either 40,.0.0.0. or 50.) 0.00. psi is 
predictedta- fail in flexure if the steel percentage is smaller than 
0..0.2, even when the ratio Lid is smaller than the critical Lid ratio~ 
These studies have been made only as an indication of how 
future studies should be oriented, vihich will probably require addi tional 
tests on beams underunif'orm. load with a span ratio Lid smaller than 
the critical value of' Lid,. 
VII.. SUMMARY 
The Object of this investigation was to- study the behavior and 
strength in shear of uniformly-loaded reinforced concrete beams without 
web reinforcement" 
Eighteen beams were te sted 0 All were under-reinforced.o The 
variables included concrete strength, percentage of reinforcement and 
span. lengtho Concrete strengths ranged from 2.,700 to- 6,600 psio Four 
dif'ferent percentages of reinforcement were used, 0 .. 0101, 000135-, 0<>022l 
and 0 .. 03360 The beams were tested on five different span lengths" 66, 
88, 110-, l32, and 154 inches 0 
All beams except one developed diagonal tension cracks 0 The 
development of' a diagonal tension crack is sudden 0 However, such a crack 
f'requently develops over part of' its length along a previously existing 
inclined flexural cracko 
All but one of' the beams that had developed diagonal tension 
cracks failed in shear-compression, by destruction of the concrete above 
oneo:f the diagonal tension cracks 0 One beam failed in flexural tension 
after diagonal tension cracking 0 The beam that had not developed 
diagonal. tension cracks also f'ailed in flexural tension., 
The effect of diagonal tension cracking on the distribution 
of stresses in the beams was studied 0 For that purpose, strain 
measuremen.ts were made on several beams 0 Strains were measured in the 
reinforcement of nine beams a strains in the concrete, above and below 
the diagonal tension cracks, were measured on seven beams.. An analysis 
50 .• 
of the results of' the strain measurements indicates that an appreciable 
portion of' the shear is transmitted below the diagonal tension crack 
through dowel action of the reinforcement. 
Empirical expressions have been developed to predict the 
diagonal tension cracking load-and the ultimate shear capacity in shear 
of beams under uniform load 0 The conclusions may be summarized as 
follows: 
Be~s under uniform load . develop a first diagonal tension 
crack when the shear at a critical section ·at O .. ll L from the sup.port 
reachedalimi ting value V f 0 This limi tingvalue is given by the 
c 
e~irical expression 
or 
V' 
c 0078 120 + io 3P 
7 bd = 10 + -B" d 
VI 
C 0 78 120 + 403p ~ bd = • lO + O.t25 <:a) 
cr 
ff 
C 
fV 
C 
f1' 
C 
1 +0085 I500 
The shear V at the support at first diagonal tension cracking 
c 
1 
is related to V~ by Vc = 00 78 V~7 thus: 
f' 
c 
ff 
1 + 0.85 10~O 
5l .. 
Beams that have developed diagonal tension cracks fail in 
shear compression if the moment at the section at L 3" from the support 
reaches a limiting value Mf given by 
s 
M being the expression for the shear~moment developed by Laupa for 
s 
beams under concentrated loads. 
The corresponding ultimate moment at mid-span is 
2 405 ft ( c) l .. 52 M = l .. 52 K bd f' 0.57 - -.......,5=--
s C lO 
52 .. 
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TABLE 1 
PROPERTIES OF BEAMS 
For all beams cross-section 6 by 12 in. 
Effective depth d = 9.94 in. (10.88 in. for beam D5) 
Beam Span Span Load Compressive Yield Stress Stirrups 
Ratio Spacing Strength of Steel 
L L fi f d z c y 
in. in. psi psi 
Beams reinforced with 3 No. 4 bars; A = 0.60 sq. in.; p = 0.0101 
s 
D-15 88 8.85 8 3860 66.8 ** D-14 88 8.85 8 4650 67·0 
** D-16 88 8.85 8 5760 85·0 
** D-13 110 11.07 10 2780 67·3 ** D-12 110 11.07 10 4160 67·0 
** D-17 110 11.07 10 5970 85·0 ** 
Beam reinforced with 2 No. 6 bars; A = 
s 
0.88 sq. in. ; p = 0.0135 
D-5 66 6.07 6 3740 5203 No 
stirrups 
Beam reinforced with 3 No. 6 bars; A = 1.32 sq. in.; p = 0.0221 s 
D-4 88 8.85 8 5020 44.3 ** 
Beams reinforced with 3 No. 9 bars; A = 2.00 sq. 
s 
in. ; p = 0.0336 
D-9 88 8.85 8 2790 42.0 * D-IO 88 8.85 8 3540 39·0 * D-ll 88 8.85 8 5840 48 .. 3 
** D-7 110 11.07 10 2700 42.0 ** D-6 liO 11.07 10 3450 45 .. 0 
** D-l 110 11.07 10 4470 42.8 No 
stirrups 
D-2 110 11.07 10 5590 4405 * D-8 110 11.07 10 6600 57·2 ** D-3 132 13·28 12 4820 45.5 ** D-18 154 15·49 14 4240 49·5 ** 
* Stirrups located just outside supports. 
** Stirrups located just inside supports. 
TABLE 2(a) 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE MIXES 
Beam Batch Cement:Sand:Gravel Cement/Water Slump 
by weight by weight 
in. 
])-15 1 1.00:3046:5 .. 08 1.25 3 
2 1.00:3.51:5,,16 1.34 3 
D'-14 1 1.00:3·50:5·11 1.29 2 
2 1.00:3.48:5.08 1·35 2 
D-16 1 1.00:2.45:3091 1.88 3 
2 1.00:2.44:3.90 1.86 4 
D-13 1 1.00:4.35:5.92 0·98 4 
2 1.00:4.32:5.88 1.03 3 
D-12 1 1.00:3·34:4.97 1.07 3 
2 1.00~3.36:4.99 1.07 3 
D~17 1 1.00:2.45:3.88 1·91 3 
2 1.00:2043:3089 1.89 3 
D-,5 1 1.00:3.40:5.08 1.20 6 1/2 
D-4 1 1.00:3.49:5009 1.15 1 
2 1.00:3 .. 46:5.06 1.20 3 
Compressive Modulus of 
Strength, f' Rupture, f 
psi c psi 
4020 367 
3860 483 
4530 450 
4650 425 
5950 483 
5760 450 
3280 450 
2780 442 
4380 508 
4160 508 
5720 500 
5970 483 
3740 425 
4320 608 
5020 592 
Age at 
Test 
r days 
20 
20 
40 
40 
39 
39 
25 
25 
48 
48 
33 
33 
19 
36 
36 
V1 
-r=-
TABLE 2(b) 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE MIXES 
Beam Batch Cement:Sand:Gravel Cement/Water Slump 
by weight by weight 
in. 
D-9 1 1.00:3.28:4·96 1.04 10 
2 1.00:3·35:5005 1.11 10 
D-I0 1 1.00:3·38:5.04 1.28 1 
2 1.00:3·45:5.12 1.26 2 1/2 
D-7 1 1.00:4.27:5 .. 96 1.00 3 
2 1.00:4 .. 22:5·91 1.00 4 
D-6 1 1.00:3.38:5.04 1.22 6 
2 1.00:3.40:5.06 1.22 8 
D.,.l 1 1.00:3.42:5 .. 09 1.18 1 
2 1.00:3·42:5.09 1.18 1 1/2 
D-2 1 1.00:3.48:5.10 1.18 1/2 
2 1.00:3·38:5.12 1.26 1/2 
D-8 1 1.00:2.10:3 .. 43 1·75 8 1/2 
2 1.00:2.09:3.42 1·79 3 1/2 
P-3 1 1.00:3.48:5·15 1.16 1 
2 1.00:3.42:5.10 1.12 2 
D~18 1 1.00:3.47:5.04 1.11 2 
2 1.00:3·51:5·10 1.28 2 
Compressive 
Strength, fV 
. c 
PSl 
2660 
2790 
4120 
3540 
2990 
2700 
4000 
3450 
4140 
4470 
5000 
5590 
5750 
6600 
5850 
4820 
4370 
4240 
Modulus of 
Rupture, f 
. r 
PSl 
375 
383 
433 
458 
467 
458 
458 
442 
483 
516 
558 
483 
525 
767 
592 
567 
458 
480 
Age at 
Test 
Days 
29 
29 
32 
32 
28 
28 
27 
27 
38 
38 
35 
35 
28 
28 
37 
37 
29 
29 
Vl 
Vl 
'11ABLl!! 3 
MEASURED CAPACITY OF BEAMS 
Beam L f' Mode Measured Measured M M M Mf 15 c of Failure Cracking Load Ul tima. te Load c u y 
p p = 105 p z = 1.5 p z comp" comp., c u 
c u 
psi kips kips in. kips in. kips in.. kips in. kips 
Beams reinforced with 3 No~ 4 bars 
D-15 8 .. 85 3860 S* 2800 38.8 336 466 351 435 
D-14 8 .. 85 4650 S 29 .. 2 40.6 350 487 351 480 
D-16 8 .. 85 5760 s 3003 4708 364 574 453 538 
D-13 11.07 2780 s 22 .. 8 24 .. 5 342 367 345 423 
D-12 11.07 4160 F** 32 .. 7 490 353 454 
D-17 11.07 5970 S 24 .. 7 29 .. 8 370 447 453 542 
Beam reinforced with 2 No. 6 bars 
D-5 6,,07 3740 s 35 .. 0 55 .. 2 315 498 432 465 
Beam reinforced with 3 No .. 6 bars 
D-4 8,,85 5020 F 3958 52,,6 478 631 492 543 
Beams reinforced with 3 No~ 9 bars 
D-9 8,,85 2790 s 34,,4 4702 413 566 641 673 
D-10 8 .. 85 3540 s 38,,0 5201 456 625 614 . 644 
D-11 8.85 5840 s 4802 66 .. 3 578 795 790 820 
D-7 11 .. 07 2700 s 35·3 43.5 529 652 632 657 
D-6 11 .. 07 3450 s 35,,3 4608 529 702 702 736 
D-1 11 .. 07 4470 s 38.,2 41.7 573 626 689 731 
D-2 11 .. 07 5590 s 37.6 49~6 564 744 702 766 
D-8 11,,07 6600 s 39.4 55 .. ·3 591 829 928 930 
D.;.3 13 .. 28 4820 S 38.8 42 .. 3 698 761 731 777 
D.:..18 15,,49 4240 s 30,,7 32·9 645 691 782 800 \Jl 
* 
0\ 
s: Failure in shear-compression 
** F: Failure in flexure 
TABLE 4 
MEASURED DISTANCE FROM SUPPORT TO SECTION WHERE 
FIRST DIAGONAL TENSION CRACK CROSSED THE REINFORCEMENT 
L x x Beam ft x a =-d c x x L 
:psi ino 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 4 bars; p = 0,,0101 
D~15 8.85 .3860 905 Oel08 
D-14 8 .. 85 4650 8.5 00097 
D-16 8.85 5760 10.0 0.ll4 
D-13 11 .. 07 2780 18.5 0.168 
D-12 11.07 4160 *---- *-----
D,,"17 11007 5970 1105 0.105 
Beam reinforced with 2 No. 6 bars; :p = 0 .. 0135 
D-5 6,,07 3740 708 00117 
Beam reinforced vnth 3 Noo 6 bars; :p = 000221 
D-4 8.85 5020 505 0,,063 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 9 bars; p = 000336 
D-9 8085 2740 1201 0.138 
D-10 8085 3540 905 00108 
D-il 8.85 5840 900 00102 
D-7 ilo07 2700 9 .. 0 0.082 
D-6 11007 3450 8.2 0.075 
D-1 ilo07 4470 iloO 0 .. 100 
D-2 11.07 5590 1205 0.114 
D-8 11.07 6600 10.0 0·091 
D-3 13.28 4820 15 .. 0 0.ll4 
D-18 15.49 4240 18.0 0.117 
Average 0011 
* No diagonal tension cracking .. 
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TABLE 5 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED NOMINAL UNIT 
SEEARING STRESS AT SUPPORT, AT FIRST DIAGONAL TENSION CRACKING 
v measured 
Beam L ft v computed measured Ratio c v 
v computed d c c c Esi Esi c 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 4 bars; p = 1.01% 
D-15 8085 3860 263 268 1002 
D-14 8.85 4650 274 289 1005 
D-16 8.85 5760 285 289 1.01 
D-13 11.07 2780 217 218 1.00 
D-l2* 11.07 4160 240 
D-17 11.07 5910 258 236 0091 
Beam reinforced with 2 Noo 6 bars; p = 1035% 
D-5 6.07 3740 329 306 0.93 
Beam reinforced with 3 No. 6 bars; p = 2021% 
D-4** 8085 5020 352 381 1008 
Beams reinforced with 2 Noo 9 bars; p = 3.36% 
D-9 8.85 2790 366 330 0·90 
D-10 8085 3540 390 364 0093 
D-ll 8.85 5840 433 462 1007 
D-7 11007 2700 324 337 1.04 
D-6 llo07 3450 347 337 A r.'7 Va7! 
D-1 11.07 4470 368 366 0099 
D-2 11.07 5590 384 360 0094 
D-8 11.07 6600 394 378 0·96 
D-3 13.28 4820 338 372 1010 
D-18 l5049 4240 301 293 0·97 
Average 0·992 
Average Error 0005 
* Failure in flexure without previous diagonal tension cracking. 
** Failure in flexure after diagonal tension crackiDgo 
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TABLE 6 
MEASURED DISTANCE FROM SUPPORT TO SECTION OF FAILURE 
L x Beam fl a u d x =-c u u L 
psi in" 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 4 bars; p = 0~0101 
D'~15 8 .. 85 3860 2405 0.278 
D~14 8.85 4650 38.1 00433 
.D~16 8.85 5760 35~4 0.408 
n"';.13 11 .. 07 2780 36.3 0.330 
D:-12 11007 4160 
D"~17 11007 5970 2708 0.253 
Beam reinforced with 2 Noo 6 bars; p = 0.0135 
D-5 6.07 3740 2600 0.394 
Beam reinforced with 3 No. 6 bars; p = 0.0221 
:0-4 8~85 5020 
Beams reinforced with 3 No. 9 bars; p = 0.0336 
D-9 8085 2790 30.0 0.341 
D-I0 _' 8.85 3540 3308 0.384 
D-'ll 8 .. 85 5840 34c2 0.389 
D.-7 ll.07 2700 40.0 0 .. 364 
'D-6 ll007 3450 27.0 00245 
D-l 11.07 4470 33.0 0 .. 300 
D:"2 11,,07 5590 27 .. 5 0.250 
D-8 11.07 6600 4500 00409 
D-3 13.28 4820 42.5 0·322 
D .. 18 15.,49 4240 4905 0 .. 321 
Average 0.33 
60 
TABLE 7 
COMPARISON OF ULTIMATE MOMENTS WITH 
THE SHEAR-MOMENT FOR BEAMS UNDER CONCENTRATED LOADS 
f! 
L fI M 
Mt 
U u Beam d ft M M M M' W-c s u u 
s s 
psi in .. kips in. kips in. kips 
Beams reinforced with 3 No. 4 bars, p = 0.0101 
D-15 8.85 3860 295 374 1027 414 1.40 
D-14 8.85 4650 309 458 1048 433 1 .. 40 
D-16 8085 5760 324 554 1.71 510 1 .. 57 
D-13 11 .. 07 2780 247 325 1.32 326 1.32 
D-I2* 11007 4160 (301) 
D-17 lle07 5970 322 338 1 .. 05 397 1023 
Beam reinforced with 2 Noo 6 bars, p = 000135 
D-5 6.07 3740 384 476 1024 443 1.15 
Beam reinforced with 3 Noo 6 bars, p = 000221 
D-4* 8 .. 85 5020 (426) 
Beams reinforced with 2 Noo 9 bars, p = 0,,0336 
D-9 8085 2790 382 509 1.33 503 1 .. 32 
D-10 8085 3540 441 560 1.27 556 1 .. 26 
D-ll 8.85 5840 516 767 1049 707 1037 
D-7 11007 2700 381 604 1.58 580 1052 
D-6 11007 3450 426 519 1022 624 1 .. 46 
D-1 1l.07 4470 485 525 1008 556 1.15 
D-2 11.07 5590 513 558 1009 661 1,,29 
D-8 11 .. 07 6600 505 801 1 .. 59 737 1.46 
D-3 13028 4820 489 664 1036 676 Ig38 
D-18 15049 4240 475 581 1022 614 1.29 
Average 1033 Average 1035 
* Failure in flexure .. 
L Beam d 
D-15 8085 
D-14 8.85 
D-16 8.85 
D-13 11 .. 07 
D-l2* 11.07 
D-17 11.07 
D-5 6.07 
D ... 4* 8.85 
D-9 8.85 
D-10 8.85 
D-ll 8.85 
D-7 11.07 
D-6 11.07 
D-1 11.07 
D-2 11.07 
D-8 11.07 
D-3 13.28 
D-18 15·49 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED 
ULTIMATE MOMENT SHEAR -COMPRESSION FAILURES 
M' 
f' M' = 1035 M MY U 1.52 M c s s u M' s 
inc kips in., kips s ino kips 
Beams reinforced with 3 No. 4.barsj p = 0.0101 
3860 398 414 1 .. 04 448 
4650 417 433 1.04 470 
5760 437 510 1 .. 15 492 
2780 333 326 0098 375 
4160 (406) (458) 
5970 435 397 0 .. 91 489 
Beam reinforced with 2 No. 6 bars; p = 0.0135 
3740 518 443 0.85 584 
Beam reinforced with 3 No. 6 bars; p = 0.0221 
5020 (575) (648) 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 9 bars; p = 0.0336 
2790 516 503 0·98 581 
3540 595 556 0·93 670 
5840 697 707 1.01 784 
2700 514 580 . 1.13 579 
3450 575 624 1.08 . 648 
4470 655 556 0.85 737 
5590 693 66l 0·96 780 
6600 682 737 1.08 768 
4820 660 676 1.02 743 
4240 641 614 0·96 722 
Average 1.000 
Average error 0.07 
* Failures in flexureo 
61 
M 
u 
in .. kips 
466 
487 
574 
367 
490 
447 
498 
631 
566 
625 
795 
652 
702 
626 
744 
829 
761 
691 
62 
TABLE 9 
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL MODES OF FAILURE 
Beam M compo M comp .. 1.52 M compo M meas. Theoretical Actual c c s u Mode of Mode of M compo Mf comp .. Mf compo Mf com:p~ Failure Failure y 
Beams reinforced with 3 No. 4 bars; p = 0.0101 
D-15 0·94 0.76 1.03 1.07 F* S 
D-14 0·98 0·71 0·98 1.01 s** S 
D-16 0·79 0.66 0·91 1.07 S S 
D-13 0·98 0.80 0.89 0.87 s S 
D-12 1.06 0.83 1.01 1008 F F 
D..;17 0.89 0·75 0·90 0.82 s S 
Beam reinforced with 2 No. 6 bars; p = 0.0135 
D-5 0·78 0·73 1.26 1007 F S 
Beam reinforced with 3 NOe 6 bars; p = 0.0221 
D~4 0·90 0.81 1019 1.16 F F 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 9 bars; p = 0.0336 
D-9 0·71 0.68 0.86 0.84 S S 
D-IO 0.80 0.76 1004 0·97 F s 
D-ll 0.69 0.66 0·96 0·97 s s 
D-7 0.80 0·77 0.88 0·99 s s 
D-6 0·77 0·74 0.88 0·95 s s 
D-l 0.84 0·79 1001 0086 F S 
D-2 0.85 0·78 1002 0·97 F s 
D-8 0.67 0.66 0.83 0.89 s s 
D-3 0·72 0.68 0.96 0.98 s s 
D-18 0.60 0·59 0·90 0.86 s s 
'* F~ Failure in flexure 
** s: Failure in shear-compression 
(1) (2) 
f' f' y c 
40000 3000 
4000 
5000 
50000 3000 
4000 
5000 
TABLE 10 
PREDICTION OF DIAGONAL TENSION CRACKING AND OF THE 
MODE OF FAILURE OF BEAMS UNDER UNIFORM LOAD 
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
max 0 p p q L 1052 M Theoretical Mode (cr)cr s of' Failure Mf if b. < (b.) d d cr 
0003 0 .. 01 00133 507 1 .. 80 F 
0002 00267 11'09 1.26 F 
0003 0.400 1607 1 .. 08 F 
0.04 0001 00100 503 2001 F 
0002 00200 11.1 1043 F 
0.03 00300 16.7 1.17 F 
0004 0.400 20 .. 8 1.06 F 
0.05 0.01 0.080 500 2 .. 12 F 
0 .. 02 00160 10 .. 7 1.47 F 
0003 0.24b 1607 1.19 F 
0 .. 04 00320 2107 1.05 F 
0005 0 .. 400 2500 0.,96 s 
00024 0001 00167 801 1.47 F 
0.02 00333 1805 1 .. 06 F 
00024 0 .. 400 22·7 1000 S or F 
0 .. 032 0001 0.125 704 1.63 F 
0002 00250 17 .. 5 1018 F 
0003 00375 28.7 0.98 S 
00032 00400 3203 0.96 S 
0004 0.01 00100 609 1.,71 F 
0 .. 02 00200 1700 1021 F 
0003 0=300 30,,3 1 .. 00 F or S 
0004 00400 4107 0089 s 
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flG. 4 TYP1CAL ARRANGEMENT OF STRAIN GAGES 
Beam D-16. Failure in shear-compression 
Beam D-14. Failure in shear-compression 
Beam D-15. Failure in Shear-compression 
f' = 5760 psi 
c 
P 30.3 kips 
c 
P 47.8 kips 
u 
f' = 4650 psi 
c 
P 29.2 kips 
c 
P = 40.6 kips u 
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FIG. 5 BEAMS D-16, D-14, AND D-15 AFTER FAILURE 
p = 0.0101, L = 88 in. 
Beam D-17. Failure in shear-compression 
Beam D-12. Failure in flexure. 
Beam D-13. Failure in shear compression 
f~ 5970 psi 
p 24.7 kips 
c 
p 29.8 kips 
u 
ft = 4160 psi 
p = 32.7 kips 
u 
fc 2780 psi 
P 22.8 kips 
c 
P 24.5 kips 
u 
FIG. 6 BEA_MB D-17, D-12 and D-13 AFTER FAILURE 
p = 0.0101, L = 110 in. 
Beam D-5. Failure in shear-compression 
p = 0.0135, L = 66 in. 
Beam D-4. Failure in flexure 
p = 0.0221, L = 88 in. 
f~ = 3740 psi 
Pc = 35.0 kips 
P u = 55. 2 kip s 
f' = 5020 psi c 
P = 39.8 kips c 
p = 52.6 kips u 
FIG. 7 BEAMS D - 5 AND D -4 AFTER FAILURE 
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Beam D-ll. Failure in shear-compression 
f' 
c 
P 
c 
p = 
u 
Beam D-10. Failure in shear-compression 
f' = c 
P = c 
P = u 
Beam D-9. Failure in shear-compression 
FIG. 8 BEAMS D-ll, D-10 AND D-9 AFTER FAILURE 
p = 0.0336, L = 88 in. 
5840 psi 
48.2 kips 
66.3 kips 
3540 psi 
38.0 kips 
52.1 kips 
2790 psi 
34.4 kips 
47.2 kips 
Beam D-8. Failure in shear-compression 
Beam D-2. Failure in shear-compression 
Beam D-l. Failure in shear-compression 
f' = 6600 psi 
c 
p 39.4 kips 
c 
p == 55. 3 kip s 
u 
f' = 5570 psi 
c 
P 37.6 kips 
c 
P 49.6 kips 
u 
f' 4470 psi 
c 
P 
c 
38.2 kips 
P = 41.7 kips u 
FIG. 9 BEAMS D-8, D-2 AND D-l AFTER FAILURE 
p = 0.0336, L == 110 in. 
Beam D-6. Failure in shear-compression 
Beam D-7 Failure in shear-compression 
f' 3450 psi 
c 
Pc 35.3 kips 
P 46.8 kips 
u 
f' = 2700 psi 
c 
P 35·3 kips c 
P = 43.5 kips. 
u 
FIG. 10 BEAMS D-6 AND D-7 AFTER FAILURE 
~ = 0.0336, L = 110 in. 
Beam D-3. Failure in shear-compression 
p = 0.0336, L = 132 in. 
Beam D-18. Failure in shear-compression 
p = 0.0336, L = 154 in. 
f' = 4820 
c 
Pc = 38.8 kips 
Pu '= 42.3 kips 
f' 
, C = 
4240 psi 
P = 30.7 kips c 
P = 32.9 kips u 
FIG. 11 BEAMS D-3 AND D-18 AFTER FAILURE 
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FIG. 15 LOAD-DEFLECTION CU:{VES FOR BEArtS D-3 AND D-18 
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nG. 16 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS IN THE REINfORCEMENT 01' D-17 
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FIG. 17 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS IN THE REIN~'0RCEMENT O.r' D-13 
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FIG. 20 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS IN THE REINFORC~ENT OF D-12 
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FIG. 21 DISTRIBUTION OF STRAlN IN THE CONC·RETE 14'OR BEAM D-17 
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FIG. 25 INFLUENCE OF CONCRETE STRENGTH ON THE DIAGONAL TENSION CHACiUNG LOAD 
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